Lesson Focus: Traditional Clothes

Indonesian people also have their own traditional regional clothing. Eg Balinese, Javanese.

These are maybe worn everyday, particularly by people in the villages, or maybe worn on special occasions such as weddings or religious festivals.

The students may be able to investigate these further.

| Across: 5. ikat kepala 6. kain 8. kebaya |
| Down: 1. batik 2. selendang 3. jas 4. sarung 7. peci |

**Content**
- kain = a wrap around skirt
- kebaya = a traditional blouse
- selendang = a traditional scarf
- sarung = a tube-like wrap around skirt
- peci = a black velvet hat
- jas = Asian style jacket
- ikat kepala = a headband or tuban

**Activities**
- Look at the picture of Kartini dressed in traditional clothing. Click the speaker to hear the pronunciations.
- There are also some regional traditions that you may be able to investigate further.
- Hartono is were traditional male dress. Click to hear the pronunciations.
- There are also some regional traditions that you may be able to investigate further.
- Revise the traditional clothing by completing the crossword.